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Teoria dei gruppi. — Injectors of fitting classes of"@rgroups (*). Nota di FEDERICO 

MENEGAZZO e MARTIN L. NEWELL, presentata (**) dal Corrisp. G. ZACHER. 

ABSTRACT. — Fitting classes and injectors are discussed in the class of © rgroups. A necessary and 
sufficient condition for the existence of injectors is given; it is also shown that, when this condition 
holds, the injectors form a unique conjugacy class. 

KEY WORDS: Soluble groups; Fitting classes; Injectors. 

RIASSUNTO. — Iniettori di classi di Fitting di gruppi @j. Si assegna una condizione necessaria e suffi
ciente per l'esistenza di iniettori per classi di Fitting nei gruppi (s^ se tale condizione è soddisfatta, gli 
iniettori risultano coniugati. 

In recent years some attempts have been made to extend the beautiful theorem 
of [2] on existence and conjugacy of injectors from its original setting - finite soluble 
groups - to more general classes of soluble groups. 

Interesting results on this line may be found in [4] and[l] . In particular [1] 
thoroughly investigates a slightly non-standard version of Fitting classes in S i -
groups, giving positive results (i.e. injectors exist and are conjugate) in many cases, 
and exhibiting some natural examples of groups and Fitting classes with no 
injectors. 

The aim of our paper is to give necessary and sufficient conditions for the exis
tence and conjugacy of injectors in © rgroups. Namely, we will prove 

THEOREM A.J Let X he a fitting classoj[®rgroups. For a group Ge(B1 the follow
ing are equivalent: 

(i) Every subgroup of G containing the X-radical G% has H-injectors; 
(ii) G has a normal subgroup M containing G$ such that: 

1) every X-subgroup of G containing G% is contained in M, and 
2) M/G% is (periodic abelian)-by-finite. 

THEOREM B. Let H be a Fitting class of Ç&rgroups. Assume G e ® ! and all sub
groups of G containing G% have X injectors. Then in every such subgroup the X-injectors 
form a unique conjugacy class. 

In section 1 we fix the notation and collect some preparatory lemmas. Sections 

(*) Ricerca eseguita con il contributo del M.P.I. nel Dipartimento di Matematica pura e applicata 
dell'Università di Padova. 

(**.) Nella seduta del 23 aprile 1988. 
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2 and 3 contain the proof of Theorems A and B. In section 4 we discuss 
the class 9? of nilpotent © rgroups. 

1. PRELIMINARIES 

A Fitting class of @rgroups is. a subclass X of ©x satisfying 

(1) if GeX and S«G, then SeX; and 
(2) if G e ©! and G is generated by normal ^-subgroups, then G e l 

(See [3] for the definition of @i). 
If X satisfies the stronger requirements 

(Al) if G e X and A is an ascendant subgroup of G, then A e X; and 
(A2) if G e © ! and G is generated by ascendant ^-subgroups, then GeX 

then we call X an ascendant Fitting class (of @rgroups). (Notice that our ascendant 
Fitting classes are called Fitting classes in [1]). 

If X is a Fitting class and G e © b the X-radical G# of G is the subgroup generated 
by all normal ^-subgroups of G. It is clear that G# e X; it is also clear that, if X is an 
ascendant Fitting class, then G# is the subgroup generated by all ascendant ï-sub-
groups of G. 

Let X be a Fitting class. We recall from[l] the definition of the characteristic of 
X: • 

char X — oo if $ contains an infinite cyclic group; 
char X = {p:p a prime and X contains a cyclic group of order p} other

wise. 

The following lemma is a convenient reformulation of Section 2 in[ l ] . 

LEMMA 1.1. Let X be a Fitting class. 

(a) IfX contains a non-periodic group, then char X = o° and X contains all nilpo
tent ^ygroups. 

(b) If every group in X is periodic, then every group in X is a n-group where 
7z = char X, and X contains all nilpotent ©r7r-groups. 

(c) IfX is an ascendant Fitting class, then statements (a) and (h) hold with «local
ly nilpotent» replacing «nilpotent». 

Our definition of injectors is the standard one: if G e (&1 and X is a Fitting class, a 
subgroup V of G is an ^-injector of G if V fi S is a maximal ^-subgroup of S for every 
subnormal subgroup S of G. An 3£-injector y of G will be called ascendant-sensitive if 
V (1 A is a maximal ^-subgroup of A for every ascendant subgroup A of G. 

The following lemmas will be useful in proving that a subgroup is an injec
tor. 

LEMMA 1.2. 

(a) Let X be Fitting glass. Assume W is an X-sub group of S, and S«G. If 
W^S% then WGxeX. 
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(b) Let X be an ascendant Fitting class. Assume W is an X-subgroup of A, and A 
asc G. If W^Ax then WGx e X. 

PROOF. Part (b) is Lemma 4.2 of [1]. To prove part (a), induct on the subnormal 
defect of SS is subnormal in T : = SG whit smaller defect, so V: = WTx e X by induc
tion. [V, Gx\ ^ T (1 Gx = Tx ^ V, hence V and G% are normal ^-subgroups of VGx-
It follows that WGx = VGx e X. 

LEMMA 1.3. Let V be a maximal X-subgroup of G containing Gx where X is a Fit
ting class. 

(a) IfS«G and V Vi SGx is a maximal X-subgroup of SGx, then V fi S is a max
imal X-subgroup of S. 

(b) Assume further that X is an ascendant Fitting class. If A asc G and V fi AGx 
is a maximal X-subgroup of AGx, then VO A is a maximal X-subgroup of A. 

PROOF of (a). Let IF be an X-subgroup of S containing VfiX Since 
W^Vr)S^GxriS=Sx, Lemma 1.2 gives WGx e X. V fi SGx = 
= Gx (V fi S) ^ Gx W and maximality of V fi SGx give Gx (V n S) = Gx W. Hence W = 
= Wf]Gx(Vf]S) = (V f)S)(W fi Gx) ^(Vn S)(S n Gx) = Vf)S, so Vf)S=W and 
V fi S is a maximal X-subgroup of S. (The proof of (b) is entirely similar; the extra as
sumption on X is required to ensure Gx^A=Ax). 

2. THE NECESSARY CONDITION 

We study first Fitting classes of periodic groups. 

PROPOSITION 2.1. Let X be a Fitting class of periodic ^ygroups. Let G be an © r 

group; further, let R denote the subgroup of G generated by all quasi-cyclic subgroups, 
F/R the Fitting subgroup ofG/R, T/R the torsion subgroup of F/R. If all subgroups of G 
containing Gx have X-injectors, then [F, V] ^ T for every X-subgroup V of G containing 
Gx-

PROOF. R is an abelian divisible torsion group of finite rank (see [3], Thm. 
10.33); hence Gx contains the ^-component of R, where 7r = char£, by Lemma 
1.1(b). If y is an X-subgroup of G containing G#, then Vis a Cernikov 7r-group, again 
by Lemma 1.1 (b), and its finite residual is contained in Gx by the remark above. It 
follows that |V: Gx\ < °°, and we may induct on |V: Gx|. Also [Gx,F]^Gx fi F ^ T; 
so we may assume V> Gx. Let W/Gx be a maximal normal subgroup of V/Gx;We X, 
| VJW\ is a prime, p say, and by induction we may assume [F, W] ^ T. Let v e V be such 
that V/W = (vW). Set N : = CF(Soc(R)); then N is locally nilpotent, R ^ N and \F : N\ 
is finite (see[1], proof of Thm. 3.1.). Suppose ceN has [c,v]$T. {c)vGx/Gx is 
finitely generated, hence nilpotent; thus it has a torsion-free ^-invariant normal sub
group N0/Gx of finite index. Now [N0,^] ^fGx (else [(^,v]eGx fi N ^ T for some 
positive k, which is not the case), while [N0, W] ^ N0 fi [FGx ,W]^N0 n TGx = Gx. 
Choose "a e N0 such that b= [a,v] $Gx; set B: = (b)vGx = (b){v)Gx,mdY:= VB; 
observe that [B,v] ^Gx and V fi B = Gx. Since [B, W] ^ Gx ^W we have W^Yx; 
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and it actually is Y% = W: else Y=Y%B (Y% is periodic, so that Y$ r\B = G%), and we 
would get Y/Y% torsion-free, V ^ Y ^ and the contradiction [B, V] ^ G%. From the 
equality 

(bv-y = {a-lv-la)p =a-1v-pa = v-p(modGx) 

we get 

l = bbv..yl = bp (mod Y'Gx), 

so that Y/Y&Y' is elementary, generated by the images of v and b. Since 
(B/G$)p < (B/G%) we have a noncyclic p-group as a factor group of Y/Y%y so Y/Y$ Y' is 
noncyclic of order/?2. By our assumptions Y has an ^-injector X. X^ Y%, and the in
clusion is proper because Y% =W is not a maximal ï-subgroup of Y: thus |X : Y% \ = 
= p. X n VY' is then a maximal ^-subgroup of VY' < Y, hence again X n VY' proper
ly contains Y%\ but this just means X^VY'. The same argument yields 
X^(bv-l)Y^Yf =Va~lY'. Then X*zVY' 0 (bv-^YxY' =YXY' andX=Yar, a 
contradiction. So far, we proved [N, V] ^ T: since F/T is torsion-free nilpotent and 
NT/T has finite index in F/T, the desired conclusion [F, V] ^ T follows. 

COROLLARY 2.2. L^/ X be a Fitting class of periodic ©rgroups. Assume G e S j ^/zJ 
#// subgroups of G containing G% have X-injectors. Then G has a normal Cernikov sub
group M which contains all the X-subgroups of G containing G%. In particular M/G% is 
(periodic abelian)-by-finite 

PROOF. In the notation of 2.1, set C= CG(F/T); then C contains every X-sub-
group of G containing G%. D = CQ (T/R) has finite index in C (this is because T/R is fi
nite) and D stabilizes the chain F/R>T/R>R/R. F/R is the Fitting subgroup of 
G/Ry so D < F follows; in particular | C: F D C\ is finite. In the group C/T the subgroup 
F fi C/T is contained in the centre; hence C/T is centre-by-finite and its periodic ele
ments form a finite subgroup M/T. As every 3£-group is periodic, it follows that M has 
all the required properties. 

If we strengthen somewhat our hypotheses, assuming that every subgroup of a giv
en © rgroup has X-injectors, then we get a nicer result. 

PROPOSITION 2.3. Let X be a Fitting class of periodic <&rgroups. Assume G e @ j 
and all subgroups of G have X-injectors. Then G has a normal Cernikov subgroup M 
which contains all the n-elements of G, where n — charX. 

PROOF. We stick to the notation of 2.1. Let x be a 7i-element of G; we will show 
that [F,x] ^ T. We may assume that \x\ = pn for some prime p ex, and that [F, xp] ^ T. 
Suppose there is e e N such that [<:, x] $ T. The finitely generated nilpotent group 
(c)^ has a torsion-free normal x-invariant subgroup N0 of finite index, and 
[N0, x] ¥* 1. Again choose a e N0 with b = [a, x] =£ 1; set B : - (b) ^ and Y : = (x) B. Ev
ery finite /?-group is in X; so the same argument we had in the proof of 2.1 now shows 
Y% == (xf), Y/Y% Y' elementary of order p2, generated by the images of x and b and, if 
X is any 3£-injector of Y, then \X/Y%\ =p. But then X PI (x)Y', which is a maximal X-
subgroup of (x)Y', properly contains Y#, so that X^ (x)Y', and, by the same argu-
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ment, X^ {bx~1)Yf = (x)a Y''. This forces X = Y%, a contradiction. Now we have 
[N, x] ^ T, and again [F, x] ^ T follows easily. But this also proves that the subgroup 
M, as defined in the proof of 2.2, will contain every ^-element of G. 

Next we look at non-periodic Fitting classes; the analogue of Proposition 2.1 is the 
following 

PROPOSITION 2.4. Let X he a Fitting class of @rgroups. Assume G e ©j and all 
subgroups of G containing the radical G% have H-injectors. Suppose in addition that G has 
a normal subgroup A such that G% ^A, A/G% is abelian and \G/A\ is finite; let T/G% be 
the torsion subgroup of A/G%. If V is any X-subgroup of G containing G%} then 

PROOF. For every such subgroup V we have V fi A = G$ and |V/Gx|' is finite; so 
we may use induction on (V/G^l. Let W/G$ be a maximal normal subgroup of 
V/Gx : V/W is cyclic of some prime order p, say V/W= (vW). We 3£; by induction 
[\^,A] ^ T, and we assume [V,A] ^T, so that there exists ce A with [c,v] £ T. The 
finitely generated abelian subgroup {c)vG%/Gx of A/G$ has a nontrivial V-invariant 
free abelian subgroup A0/G% of finite index, and [A0, W] ^ G% = T fl A0 while 
k40,#] ^G%. Arguing as in the proof of Proposition 2.1, choose aeA0 such that b = 
= [a,v] $G$, set B:= {b)v G%/G% and Y:= VB. Then B/G% is free abelian and 
[B, v\ ^G*. Now LB, W] ^ Gx ^ W gives W< 7, so that W** Y& In fact W = Y^ 
else we would have Y=Y%By Y/G$ = Y%/G% X B/G% and the contradiction 
[V,B]^G%. From the equality 

{bv-l)pGx=v-pGx 

we get 

iP = *i+«'+-^-1 = 1 (mod r G x ) ; 

the group Y/Y' is then elementary abelian, of order p2, generated by the images of v 
and b (it cannot be cyclic, because (B/G%)p <B/G%). Now let X be an X-injector of Y; 
X^Y% = W and the inclusion is proper, since W is not a maximal H-subgroup of Y: 
it follows \X/W\ = \XB/WB\ = p . Once again, intersecting X with the normal sub
groups VY' and V*~lY' ={bv~l)WY' of Y, we can conclude that 
X**VY' n Va~lY' = WY'; but then we reach the contradiction X=W. 

COROLLARY 2.5. Let X be a Fitting class of &rgroups, with char 3£ = o°. Assume 
G e ©! and all subgroups of G containing G# have X-injectors. Then G has a normal sub
group M containing G% such that 

1) every X-subgroup of G containing G% is contained in M; and 
2) M/G% is (periodic abelian)-by finite. 

PROOF. By a theorem of Malcev's (see [3], Thm. 3.25) G is nilpotent-by-abelian-
by-finite; Lemma 1.1 (a) then shows that G has a normal subgroup A with G# ^^4, 
A/G% abelian and G/A finite. Set C := CG (A/T)y where T/G% is the torsion subgroup of 
A/G$. C^A, C/A finite and A/T central in C/T imply that C/T has finite torsion sub-
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group M/T. It is clear that M satisfies 2). If V is an S-subgroup of G containing G% 
then V^ C by Proposition 2.4. Moreover V fi A = G$ so that V/G%y hence VT/T is fi
nite. It follows VT/T ^ M/T, or V ^ M , proving 1). 

3. THE SUFFICIENT CONDITION 

It will be convenient to deal first with a special case. 

PROPOSITION 3.1. Let X be a Fitting class of"©rgroups. Assume G e S j and G/G% 
is (periodic abelian)-by-finite. Then G has a unique conjugacy class of X-injectors. 

PROOF. Let A be a normal subgroup of G such that G% ^ A, A/G% is periodic 
abelian, and G/A is finite. Notice that if Y is any 3:-subgroup of G containing G% we 
have Y (1 A = G#, and so |Y/G^| is finite, at most \G/A\ (as a consequence, the exis
tence of maximal ^-subgroups is not a problem). If A = G, then G# is the unique X-
injector of G; and we may proceed by induction on | G/A |. Let M be a maximal nor
mal subgroup of G containing A; by induction M has a unique class of X-injectors. 
Let U be an ^-injector of M; U contains M# = G# and U is contained in a maximal X-
subgroup V of G. We claim that V is an S-injector of G. Let S be a subnormal sub
group of G: we have to show that V fi S is a maximal ^-subgroup of £. By Lemma 1.3 
we may assume G% ^S. Moreover, by a standard induction argument we can reduce 
to the case: S<G, G/S abelian. Now we set L:=Uf)S and N:=NG(L). Since 
S fi M<M (in fact, S fi M< G and G/S n M is abelian) and L = U fl (5 fl M), L is an 
X-injector of S n M. From U = M fl V:< V we get y ^ N. Let W be a maximal £-sub-
group of 5 containing V Ci S; then L ^ W f l M ^ S n M . W fl M e £, so we have 
W fl M = L < UP, or W < N; let Z be a maximal 36-subgroup of N containing W, and 
set H := (V,Z). H^N, N/G% is locally finite, V/G^ and Z/G^ are both finite, hence 
H/G% is finite. Thus, we have L<H, LeX, H/L finite. Moreover, 
L^Sf)MnH<*H and H/S fl M fi H = H(5 fl M)/S fl M < G/5 fl M is abelian. V 
and Z are maximal ^-subgroups of H, both containing L; so Hartley's Lemma as ex
tended ifi [1, Lemma 4.1] applies, and Z = Vh for some h e H. Notice that Z fi £ is an 
^-subgroup of S containing W, so that Z fi S = IF. But then W ^ Z f l ^ V ^ n ^ 
= (V fl £)*, and this implies \W/GX\ = \Vf\ S/G^\ and finally V fl S = W, a maximal Ï -
subgroup of 5. This proves our first claim, i.e. G has S-injectors. 

Let now V\, V2 be ^-injectors of G; V̂  D M, V2 fl M are both X-injectors of M, so 
conjugate in M. We may (and will) assume Vr fi M=V2 f) M=U, with U an 3£-injec-
tor of M. Now G% ^ U ^ V, and V /̂G^ is finite (/= 1,2), hence K/G% is finite, where 
K:= (Vu V2). M fi K^K, K/M fl K is abelian; U is a maximal ^-subgroup of M and 
l / < K, so that U is a maximal ^-subgroup of M fi K; V ,̂ V2 are maximal ^-subgroups 
of K containing U. Hartley's Lemma (as extended in[l]) applies again, giving VX,V2 

conjugate in K. 

COROLLARY 3.2. Let X be a Fitting class of&ygroups. Assume G e(B1 and G has a 
normal subgroup M containing G% such that 

1) every X-subgroup of G containing G% is contained in M; and 
2) M/G% is (periodic abelian)-by-finite. 
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Then G has a unique conjucacy class of X-injectors: namely, the X-injectors 
of M. 

PROOF. It is clear that, under the above assumptions, any ^-injector of G will be 
an ^-injector of M. To prove the converse, let Vbe an X-injector of M (they exist and 
are conjugate in M by Proposition 3.1); then V^M% = G%. Let S « G with G% ^S 
(this is no restriction, in view of Lemma 1.3). If X is an ^-subgroup of S containing 
G% we have X < M IT 5; thus the maximal 36-subgroups of S containing G% are precise
ly the maximal ^-subgroups of M fi S containing G%. Now V fl (M n S) is a maximal 
^-subgroup of M fi S containing G% so VriS=Vf]Mf\S is a maximal X-subgroup 
oiS. This proves that V is an X-injector of G. 

It is now a straightforward matter to prove Theorems A and B. Corollaries 2.2 and 
25 show that statement (i) of Theorem A implies (ii) of the same theorem. Assume 
now that G and X satisfy (ii), and let H be a subgroup of G containing G%. Then 
H%^Gx, and every X-subgroup of H containing H% is contained in M fi H; more
over, M fi H/H% is (periodic abelian)-by-finite, so Corollary 3.2 applies, and H has X-
injectors. This concludes the proof of Theorem A. To prove Theorem B, to each sub
group H of G containing G^ first apply Theorem A (in the direction (i)—> (ii)), and 
then again Corollary 3.2. 

In this context, a natural question is whether, in case the Fitting class X is as
cendant, any X-injector V of a group G e ©j will be ascendant-sensitive. The an
swer to this question is, in general, negative, as the following example shows. If p 
is any prime, let A be the free module with basis ex,..., ep-i over the ring Z(p) of ra
tional numbers with denominator a power of p; denote by B the (free abelian) 
subgroup of A, generated by ely . . . ,^_1 . Define the automorphism a of A by set
ting ej<z = ei+i (i= 1, ...,p — 2), ep-i(x = — {ex + ... + ep-i); it is clear that 1 + a + ... + 
+ ap_1 = 0, and that B = BOL. Finally, let G : = A ( t) be the split extension of A by a 
cyclic group of order py with / acting on A as a does. The only proper subnormal 
subgroups of G are the subgroups of A, so that (/) is an X-injector of G if X is 
the class of Cernikov p-groups (or, for that matter, any ascendant Fitting class of 
periodic groups with p e char 3:). H: = B{t) is an ascendant subgroup of G, and 
H/H' = (eiH'ytH' ) is elementary abelian of order p2. It is now clear that K: = 
= {eityH') asc G, but K fi (t) = 1 is not a maximal ^-subgroup of K, since 
{ext) eX. Notice also that H contains the 3£-injector {t) of G, but H has no 
X-injectors. 

However, if X is an ascendant Fitting class and char X = °°, then any X-injec-
tor of a group G e S j is ascendant-sensitive. In fact, we may restrict to ascendant 
subgroups containing G# by Lemma 1.3 (b); and these are subnormal in G be
cause G/G% is poly cyclic ([1] Thm. 3.1). The same conclusion holds if X is an 
ascendant Fitting class of periodic © rgroups, G e @ ! and all subgroups of G 
containing G# have X-injectors: to prove this statement, apply theorem A and 
then Theorem 4.8 of [1]. 
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4. NlLPOTENT ©pGROUPS 

In this section we study some properties of the class 31 of nilpotent @ r groups 

(the symbol 31 has been used i n [ l ] to denote the class of locally nilpotent S i -

groups; we hope that no confusion will arise from this). 

LEMMA 4.1. Let A be an abelian normal subgroup of the nilpotent group H. Assume 

A has finite rank r, and A is either (i) an elementary p-group; or (ii) a divisible p-group; or 

(iii) torsion-free. Then [A,rH\ = \. 

PROOF. Case (i) is clear. For case (ii), if A¥" 1, then [A,H] is a proper divisible 

subgroup of A, whose rank is strictly less than r; induction on the rank finishes this 

case. In case (iii), put Zi:=Zi(H) f\ A. Zï+Ï/Z^ is torsion-free: this is clear if / = 0; sup

pose Zi/Zj-i is torsion-free: if a eZi+1 and an e Z{ then [an,h] = 1 = [a,h]n (mod. Z/_x) 

with [ay hi e Z/ for all h e H, and this implies [a, h] e Z/_1? a e Z,. In particular AjZx is 

torsion-free, its rank is strictly smaller than r (if A =£ 1): induction gives the conclusion 

in this case too. 

LEMMA 4.2. Let G be an @j group. There is a natural number c such that for all 

nilpotent normal subgroups N of G yc+1.(N) = 1. 

PROOF. G has a finite series G = G0>Gi > ... > Gn = 1 with G/ ^ G whose fac

tors G//G/+1 are abelian of finite rank riy and either elementary p-groups, or divisible p-

groups, or torsion-free. Fix /, and set A:= G^/G^+h M : = N Q + 1 / G / + 1 . A and M are 

nilpotent normal subgroups of G / Q + 1 ; thus H: = AM is nilpotent and [A, r{M] — 1 by 

Lemma 4.1. It follows that [Ghr^N]^Gi+1; if c = Zrh then yc+1 (N) ^ [G,cN] = 1. 

The following corollaries, whose proof is straightforward after the lemmas above, 

might be well-known. 

COROLLARY 4.3. If G e © x then Fit G: = <N:N^G, N nilpotent > is nilpo

tent. 

COROLLARY 4.4. The class 31 of nilpotent @rgroups is a Fitting class of 

©^groups. 

The proof or our next proposition is modeled after [4]. 

PROPOSITION 4.5. Let G be an ©i-group; set F : = Fit G. There is a normal subgroup 

M of G such that F^M, M/F is finite, and all nilpotent subgroups of G containing F lie in 

M. Hence G has a unique class of 3l-injectors. 

PROOF. Let R be the subgroup generated by all quasicyclic subgroups of G. R is 

divisible abelian of finite rank, R<T<F where T is the torsion subgroup of F, and 

T/R is finite (see [3], Thm.10.33). R has a finite chain R = R0^R1 ^ ... ^Rn = 1 

with Rj ^ G, and Rz/R,+i abelian, divisible p-group, central in F (all i). The upper cen

tral series of F /T gives a finite chain T = Z0^Z1^ ...^Zm = F with Z, ^ G and 

Zi/Zi-x torsion-free abelian, central in F. Define M to be the intersection of the stabi-
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lizers of the chains F = Zm ^ ... &Z1 ^ Z 0 = T, R = R0^R1^ ...^Rn = 1. Then 
F<M and F^CM(T/R), so that M/F is finite. If X is any nilpotent subgroup of G con
taining F, then X/F is finite (since G/F is abelian-by-finite); it follows that X central
izes every RjRi+l and also every Z^Z^i, so that X < M . The last statement of our 
proposition is now an immediate consequence of Theorems A and B. 

The class 31 is of course not ascendant. Moreover, -Ji-injectors need not be ascen
dant-sensitive: if G is any non-nilpotent Cernikov p-group, then its Fitting subgroup F 
is the unique 31 -injector of G; if H is a finite subgroup of G not contained in F, we 
have HascG and F f)H is not a maximal 9^-subgroup of H. 
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